
Matronics LED emitter for Double-burner lamps
Compact emitter for Doubler Burner lamps, available as Dual Color and single

color. Replaces the original bulb holder. Easy to mouunt

Compact emitter for Doubler Burner lamps, available as Dual Color and

single color. This also allows you to make combinations of colors and

functions, eg. white positionlight in both sides, and also US indicator light in

one side.

The emitters has a built in seperator, to make the same "double burn" look

as the original has, where the newer double burner with built in LEDs do not

have the same retro look.

They are easy to mount, as the emitter replaces the original bulb holder, that

is simply removed. The emitters are fastened through the original holes in

the rubber base, the emitters are connected, and the glass is screwed on

again. Only a M4 nut and M4x10 bolt is included for fastening the glass to

the emitter.

Harness and wire
Due to the shape of the emitter, you should use 90 degree cablelugs,. which

we sell seperatly, or as a double wire harness, for connecting 2 emitters at

the same time. You can use standard cable lugs, but these will be very

visible.

Dual color change
The emitter changes color when you swap plus and minus. This can be done

with a switch, or two-pole relay, or one of our dual color controllers.

The most simple is the Colorchanger controller, that changes color on a

signal..

We also have a Dual Color US light controller, if you want to use the lamps

as both position lights and indicators.

The last solution is a Dual Color front and tail light controller, that has both

high/low and blink-functions.

 

 

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/24605250-AMRD

Specifications
Voltage 24V-30V DC

Consumption 0,75W

Current 30mA

LEDs 6 x Medium power

Wire 1 meter

Potting Frosted LED PU

https://www.matronics.eu/240107
https://www.matronics.eu/762305
https://www.matronics.eu/762315
https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/24605250-AMRD


Product overview

Half 24V, Dual color Yellow/White
SKU 24605250-AMCW

Half 24V, Dual color Yellow/Red
SKU 24605250-AMRD

Half 24V, Dual color White/Red
SKU 24605250-CWRD

Half 24V, Xenon white
SKU 24605250-CW

Half 24V, Yellow
SKU 24605250-AM

Half 24V, Red
SKU 24605250-RD

Half 24V, Warm white
SKU 24605250-WW

Half 24V, Golden yellow
SKU 24605250-GY

Accessory, Double harness
SKU 24605251

Accessory, Single wire
SKU 24605252



Product pictures
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